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medicine cup medical waste container
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Available in three colors: red, yellow, blue 
Match the color of the container to the type of waste

The container is equipped with an embossed  
warning label saying “INFECTIOUS CLINICAL WASTE  
(CONTAMINATED) ” and space for information as required  
by the regulation (possibility to create a label according  
to individual needs)

Suitable for safe collection of medical waste  
including hazardous materials such as needles

The container is equipped with a special lid,  
which enables temporary or permanent closure  
of the container.

The lid is equipped with a rosette opening  
and oval openings enabling safe separation of e.g. needles  
from syringes, blades from handles

Which cointainer  
is most suitable  
for me?

Medical waste container
Safe segregation  
and disposal.

Capacity: 1l  / 2l * 
 * other capacities available on request
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Medicine cup

REF      COLOR

KDL-01 transparent

KDL-02 yellow

KDL-03 blue

KDL-04 red

KDL-05 green

REF      COLOR CAPACITY

POM-01000R red 1L

POM-01000Y yellow 1L

POM-01000B blue 1L

POM-02000R red 2L

POM-02000Y yellow 2L

POM-02000B blue 2L

Medical waste container

Medicine cup

NEW

Precise reading scale

Name of the manufacturer  

placed on the cup

Single-use device

CE mark on the bottom  

of the cup

Made of BPA-free  

polypropylene

Transparent material of the cup 

enables visual observation  

of the administered  

medicine

Capacity: 30ml

Medicine cup
Distribution of oral medicines. 
Safety of pharmacotherapy  
for the patient.

Available in five colors: transparent, yellow, blue, red, green 

- create your own color code  

(assign a color to the time of administration)


